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A way of life; the collection of behaviors,
attitudes, customs, means of communication
and beliefs that distinguishes one group of
people from another; characteristics that are
passed along from one generation to another.





INSTITUTIONS

FASHION
RITUALS

EDUCATION

THE ARTS

LANGUAGE

CUSTOMS





EXPERIENCE:

Matthew 28:19-20 & 
Acts 1:8 OBSERVATION:

Nehemiah 2:11-18 & 
Acts 17:16-34RESEARCH & 

DEMOGRAPHICS:

Acts 18:1-8 IMMERSION:

Acts 28:16-31





SEPERATE BLEND RELEVANT ADOPTCROSS-

CULTURAL

CHRISTIANS AND CULTURE

Christians 
should be 

totally different 
than culture

Christians 
should live “in 
the world, but 

not of the 
world” with 

culture

Christians 
should try to fit 
in & be relevant 

with culture

Christians 
should be just 
like the culture 
around them

Christians 
should try to 

impact culture 
with the Gospel





CULTURAL 

OPPORTUNITIES

BIBLICAL 

PRINCIPLES

PRACTICAL 

APPLICATIONS

1. “The clear, 
complete and 
creative 
presentation of 
The Gospel.”

• Romans 10:17 “So then 
faith comes by hearing, 
and hearing by the word 
of God.”

• 1 Corinthians 15:1-4 
“Moreover, brethren, I 
declare to you the 
gospel…”

• 2 Timothy 3:15-17 “All 
Scripture is given by 
inspiration of God, and is 
profitable…”

• 2 Timothy 4:1-4 “Preach 
the word!”

Are we looking 
for ways to 
share The 
Gospel? 
(individually & 
corporately)

Our churches 
must make the 
clear exposition 
of Scripture a 
top priority.



“For those of us in the Western
church, I think we are at a crucial
decision point...If we want to
reach the next generation, we are
going to have to equip our people
to reach them outside the church.”

-J.D. Greear



CULTURAL 

OPPORTUNITIES

BIBLICAL 

PRINCIPLES

PRACTICAL 

APPLICATIONS

2. “Building 
genuine 
relationships
within your 
community.”

• 2 Timothy 1:5 
“…genuine faith 
that is in you…”

• 1 Peter 3:15 
“…always be ready 
to give a defense 
to everyone who 
asks you a reason 
for the hope that is 
in you…”

How & where 
can we seek 
to develop 
inter-personal 
relationships 
within our 
community?



CULTURAL 

OPPORTUNITIES

BIBLICAL 

PRINCIPLES

PRACTICAL 

APPLICATIONS

3. “Serving 
others with 
genuine 
humility.”

• John 5:36 “…the very 
works that I do – bear 
witness of Me, that the 
Father has sent Me.”

• Luke 14:25-35 “If anyone 
comes to Me and does 
not hate his father and 
mother, wife and 
children, brothers and 
sisters, yes, and his own 
life also, he cannot be 
My disciple.”

What are 
things we can 
do to serve 
others and 
attempt to 
meet needs in 
our 
communitiy?



CULTURAL 

OPPORTUNITIES
BIBLICAL PRINCIPLES

PRACTICAL 

APPLICATIONS

4. “Looking for 
ways to have a 
voice or 
influence in the 
‘public arena’.”

• Acts 17:1-9 “Then Paul, as his 
custom was, went in to them, 
and for three Sabbaths 
reasoned with them from the 
Scriptures.”

• Acts 17:22-34 “…for as I was 
passing through and 
considering the objects of your 
worship…”

• Acts 18:1-3 “So, because he 
was of the same trade, he 
stayed with them and 
worked…”

Are there 
opportunities 
for community 
involvement ?

(schools, 
government, 
media, the arts, 
community, 
health care, 
social needs…)



SOME BASIC PRINCIPLES



BASIC PRINCIPLES

1. God can uniquely prepare us for effective 
cultural impact. (See Acts 16:1-5.)

2. Local churches have the responsibilities to reach 
out to the surrounding culture. (For example: 
Ephesus, Corinth, Rome…)



BASIC PRINCIPLES (continued)

3. God gave us a specific strategy for lasting 
impact. (See Matthew 28:19-20 & Acts 1:8.)

• Making disciples 
• Teaching…
• Baptizing

• Local
• Regional
• Cross-cultural
• Global



BASIC PRINCIPLES (continued)

4. Prepare to face potential persecution. (See 
2 Timothy 4:12.)

“Yes, and all who desire to 
live Godly in Christ Jesus will 

suffer persecution.”




